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Resistance and resistance fluctuations in random resistor networks under biased percolation
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We consider a two-dimensional random resistor network~RRN! in the presence of two competing biased
processes consisting of the breaking and recovering of elementary resistors. These two processes are driven by
the joint effects of an electrical bias and of the heat exchange with a thermal bath. The electrical bias is set up
by applying a constant voltage or, alternatively, a constant current. Monte Carlo simulations are performed to
analyze the network evolution in the full range of bias values. Depending on the bias strength, electrical failure
or steady state are achieved. Here we investigate the steady state of the RRN focusing on the properties of the
non-Ohmic regime. In constant-voltage conditions, a scaling relation is found between^R&/^R&0 and V/V0,
where^R& is the average network resistance,^R&0 the linear regime resistance, andV0 the threshold value for
the onset of nonlinearity. A similar relation is found in constant-current conditions. The relative variance of
resistance fluctuations also exhibits a strong nonlinearity whose properties are investigated. The power spectral
density of resistance fluctuations presents a Lorentzian spectrum and the amplitude of fluctuations shows a
significant non-Gaussian behavior in the prebreakdown region. These results compare well with electrical
breakdown measurements in thin films of composites and of other conducting materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of electrical and mechanical stability of diso
dered systems is attracting a considerable interest in the
cent literature@1–23# because of its implications on bot
material technology@1,2,17–23# and fundamental aspects r
lated to the response of these systems to high exte
stresses@1–16,24–26#. Indeed, the application of a finit
stress~electrical or mechanical! to a disordered material gen
erally implies a nonlinear response, which ultimately leads
an irreversible breakdown~catastrophic behavior! in the high
stress limit @1–3,19#. Such catastrophic phenomena ha
been successfully studied by using percolation theo
@1–7,11–16,23–37#. Critical phenomena near the percolatio
threshold have been widely investigated in the electr
breakdown of granular metals or conductor-insulator co
posites @1–7,12–16,24–37#. The associated critical expo
nents have been measured@1–3,6,16,25,26,30,31# and theo-
retically studied using continuum or lattice percolati
models@1–3,25–37#. In particular, large attention has bee
devoted to the critical exponents describing the resista
and its relative noise in terms of the medium properties~e.g.,
conducting particle fraction, defect concentration, et!
@1–6,16,25–37#. However, very few attempts@12–15,38,39#
have been made so far to describe the behavior of a d
dered medium over the full range of the applied stress,
by studying the response of the system to an external
when the bias strength covers the full range of linear a
nonlinear regimes. Therefore, a satisfactory understandin
breakdown phenomena over the full dynamical regime is
missing@13,15#. On the other hand, relevant information c
be obtained from such a study, like: precursor phenome
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role of the disorder, existence of scaling laws, predictabi
of breakdown, etc.@1–3,13,15,24#.

Here we present a model of sufficient generality to a
dress the above issues. Our aim is to provide a theore
framework to study response and fluctuation phenomena
der linear and nonlinear regimes in a wide class of disorde
systems. To this purpose, we study the evolution of a rand
resistor network~RRN! in which two competing processe
are present, defect generation and defect recovery, which
termine the values of the elementary network resistan
The two processes are biased percolations@34,38#, i.e.,
driven by the joint effect of an electrical bias and of the he
exchange between the network and the thermal bath.
bias is applied through a constant voltage or, alternativel
constant current. Monte Carlo~MC! simulations are per-
formed to investigate the network evolution in the full ran
of bias values. Depending on the bias strength, an irrev
ible failure or a stationary state of the RRN can be achiev
By focusing on the steady state, we analyze the behavio
the average network resistance^R& and the properties of the
resistance fluctuations as a function of the bias. In const
voltage conditions, a scaling relation is found betwe
^R&/^R&0 and V/V0, where^R&0 is the linear regime resis
tance andV0 the threshold value for the onset of nonlinea
ity. A similar relation is found in constant-current condition
The relative variance of resistance fluctuations also exhibi
strong nonlinearity in the pre-breakdown regime who
properties are discussed. The fluctuation analysis is c
pleted by a further investigation of the noise resistance sp
trum and of the Gaussian features of the fluctuation am
tudes. Theoretical results agree with electrical breakdo
measurements in thin films of composites@14,15# and of
other conducting@17,20,40# or insulating materials@41#.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
describe the model used. Section III presents the resultit
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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PENNETTA, REGGIANI, TREFA´ N, AND ALFINITO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066119
the MC simulations for the resistance and its fluctuatio
The main conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

We study a two-dimensional random resistor network
total resistanceR, made ofNtot resistors, each of resistanc
r n , disposed on a square lattice. We take a square geom
N3N, whereN determines the linear size of the lattice, wi
the total number of resistors beingNtot52N2. For the com-
parison with resistivity measurements in thin films, the va
of N can be related to the ratio between the size of
sample and the average size of the grains composing
sample. An external bias, represented by a constant voltaV
or by a constant currentI, is applied to the RRN through
electrical contacts realized by perfectly conducting bars
the left- and right-hand sides of the network. A currenti n is
then flowing through each resistor. The RRN interacts wit
thermal bath at temperatureT0 and the resistancesr n are
taken to depend linearly on the local temperatures,Tn , as

r n~Tn!5r 0@11a~Tn2T0!#. ~1!

In this expressiona is the temperature coefficient of th
resistance andTn is calculated by adopting the biased perc
lation model@34,36,37# as

Tn5T01AF r ni n
21

B

Nneig
(
l 51

Nneig

~r l i l
22r ni n

2!G . ~2!

Here,Nneig is the number of first neighbors around thenth
resistor, the parameterA, measured in~K/W!, describes the
heat coupling of each resistor with the thermal bath an
determines the importance of Joule heating effects. The
rameterB is taken to be equal to 3/4 to provide a unifor
heating in the perfect network configuration. We note t
Eq. ~2! implies an instantaneous thermalization of each
sistor at the valueTn , therefore, by adopting Eq.~2!, for
simplicity we are neglecting time dependent effects that
discussed in Ref.@32#.

In the initial state of the network~corresponding to the
perfect network configuration with no heating! all the resis-
tors are identical:r n[r 0. Now, we assume that two compe
ing processes act to determine the RRN evolution. The
process consists of generating fully insulating defects~resis-
tors with very high resistance, i.e., broken resistors! with
probability @34,36,37# WD5exp(2ED /KBTn), whereED is an
activation energy characteristic of the defect andKB the
Boltzmann constant. The second process consists of reco
ing the insulating defects with probability WR
5exp(2ER/KBTn), whereER is an activation energy charac
teristic of this second process@38#. Thus, the first proces
consists in a percolation of broken resistors within a netw
of active resistors. This percolative process is contrasted
the recovery process. This second process can also be se
a percolation of active resistors within an insulating netwo
For AÞ0, Eq. ~2! implies that both the processes~defect
generation and defect recovery! are correlated percolations
Indeed, the probability of breaking~recovering! a resistor is
06611
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higher in the so called ‘‘hot spots’’ of the RRN@25#. On the
other hand, forA50 Eq. ~2! yields Tn[T0, which corre-
sponds to random processes@25,42#. The same is true for
vanishing small bias values, when Joule heating effects
negligible.

As a result of the competition between the two proces
and depending on the parameters related to the partic
physical system (ED ,ER ,A,a,r 0 ,N) and on the externa
conditions~specified by the bias conditions and the bath te
perature!, the RRN reaches a steady state or exhibits an i
versible breakdown. In the first case, the network resista
fluctuates around an average value^R&. In the second case,
critical fraction of defectspc , corresponding to the percola
tion threshold, is reached, i.e.,R diverges due to the exis
tence of at least one continuous path of defects between
upper and lower sides of the network@25#. We note that in
the limit of a vanishing bias~random processes! and infinite
lattices (N→`), the expression: ER,ED1KBT0 ln@1
1exp(2ED /KBT0)# provides a sufficient condition for the ex
istence of a steady state@42#.

The evolution of the RRN is obtained by MC simulation
carried out according to the following iterative procedure.~i!
Starting from the perfect lattice with given local currents, t
local temperaturesTn are calculated according to Eq.~2!; ~ii !
the defects are generated with probabilityWD and the resis-
tances of the unbroken resistors are changed as specifie
Eq. ~1!; ~iii ! the currentsi n are calculated by solving Kirch
hoff’s loop equations by the Gauss elimination method a
the local temperatures are updated;~iv! the defects are recov
ered with probabilityWR and the temperature dependence
unbroken resistors is again accounted for;~v! R, i n , andTn
are finally calculated and the procedure is iterated from~ii !
until one of the two following possibilities is achieved. In th
first, the percolation threshold is reached. In the second,
RRN attains a steady state; in this case the iteration runs
enough to allow a fluctuation analysis to be carried out. E
iteration step can be associated with an elementary time
on an appropriate time scale~to be calibrated with experi-
ments!. In this manner it is possible to represent the simu
tion of the resistance evolution over either a time or a f
quency domain according to convenience.

In the simulations, as reasonable values of the parame
we have taken:N575, r 051 V, a51023 K21, A55
3105 K/W, ED50.17 eV, ER50.043 eV, and T0
5300 K if not stated otherwise. The values of the exter
bias range from 0.05<I<2.8 A under constant-current con
ditions, and from 0.05<V<3.5 V under constant-voltage
conditions.

III. RESULTS

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! report a sampling of the resistanc
evolutions coming out from the simulations under stea
state conditions for the cases of constant voltage@Fig. 1~a!#
and constant current@Fig. 1~b!#, respectively. On increasing
the external bias, a remarkable increase of the average r
tance and of the amplitude of fluctuations is evident in b
cases while approaching the breakdown. This is reached
applying an external bias just above the highest val
9-2
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RESISTANCE AND RESISTANCE FLUCTUATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066119
shown in these figures. Precisely, the RRN becomes uns
under constant voltage already by applying a voltage
above 3.0 V and, under constant current, by applying a
rent just above 2.1 A.

In the following, Figs. 2–4 will detail the behavior of th
average resistance while Figs. 5–10 will focus on the res
of resistance fluctuations.

A. Resistance

Figure 2 reports the average value of the RRN resista
as a function of the applied bias~current or voltage!. Each
value is calculated by considering the time average o
single steady-state realization and then averaging ove
independent realizations~RRNs subjected to the same bi
conditions!. The numerical uncertainty is found to be with
0.01% at worst. At the lowest biases the resistance tak
value^R&0 that represents the intrinsic linear response pr
erty of the network~Ohmic regime! @42#. We note that for
the activation energy values here chosen, the average
tion of defects at the lowest bias^p&0 is very small (̂ p&0

FIG. 1. ~a! Resistance evolutions of a steady-state 75375 net-
work under constant-voltage conditions for increasing values of
bias. Going from the lower to the upper curves, the voltage isV
50.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 V. The values of all the ot
parameters are specified in the text.~b! Resistance evolutions of
steady-state 75375 network under constant-current conditions f
increasing values of the bias. Going from the lower to the up
curves, the current is:I 50.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.1 A. The value
of all the other parameters are specified in the text.
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50.54531022) so that̂ R0&50.9978 V is about 1% greater
than the perfect network resistance. Under constant-cur
conditions, when the current overcomes a certain valueI 0 the
average resistance starts to become dependent on the
Thus,I 0 sets the current scale value for the onset of non
earity. By adopting as criterium for the onset of nonlinear
a resistance increase of 0.05% over the linear response v
we determineI 050.09060.005 A. For currents aboveI 0
the resistance increase is smooth at moderate bias and
hibits a sharp ramp~typical of a catastrophic behavior! at
high bias, until a threshold current valueI b52.10 A above
which the RRN undergoes an irreversible breakdown. A s
of current valuesdI 50.05 A has been used to determineI b ,
thus this value ofdI gives the maximum uncertainty onI b .
Accordingly, we have foundI b /I 052361 and ^R&b /^R&0
51.660.1, wherê R&b is the last stable value of the resi
tance calculated before the breakdown. We remark that
uncertainty on the ratiôR&b /^R&0 is mainly due to the un-
certainty on^R&b which reflects, amplified by the nonlinea
ity, the uncertainty onI b . Similarly, under constant-voltag
conditions we have foundVb /V053262 and ^R&b /^R&0
51.560.1, whereV050.09560.005 V and Vb53.00 V
are the voltage values corresponding respectively to the n
linearity onset and to the electrical breakdown. The ma
mum uncertainty onVb is dV50.05 V. The significantly
higher value of the ratioVb /V0, when compared with that o
the ratioI b /I 0, is a quantitative indication that the system
more robust when biased under constant-voltage than u
constant-current conditions. This property is further emp
sized by the fact that the increase of the resistance in
prebreakdown region exhibits a lower slope under const
voltage than under constant-current conditions. It must
noticed that in spite of the significant difference of the rat
Vb /V0 and I b /I 0, the ratio ^R&b /^R&0 remains the same
within the error, under the different bias conditions. Th

e

r

r

FIG. 2. Average network resistance as a function of the exte
bias. The averages are calculated over 20 networks of size
375 subjected to the same bias conditions. The circles corresp
to biasing the network by an external constant current, the trian
correspond to a constant-voltage bias.
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PENNETTA, REGGIANI, TREFA´ N, AND ALFINITO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066119
result agrees with measurements of the ratio^R&b /^R&0 per-
formed in composites under the Joule regime@15#.

To better analyze the dependence on the bias of the a
age resistance, Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! report the log-log plot of
the relative variation of the resistance as a function ofV/V0
and I /I 0, respectively. Figure 3~a! shows that the relative
variation of the average resistance scales with the ratioV/V0
in the whole region of applied voltages up to breakdown

^R&V

^R&0
511aS V

V0
D u

, ~3!

FIG. 3. ~a! Log-log plot of the relative variation of the networ
resistance calculated under constant voltage as a function o
ratio V/V0. The data are the same of those in Fig. 2 and only
nonlinear regime is shown. The dotted line represents the po
law fit with a value for the exponentu52.160.1. ~b! Log-log plot
of the relative variation of the network resistance calculated un
constant current as a function of the ratioI /I 0. The data are the
same of those in Fig. 2 and only the nonlinear regime is shown.
long-dashed line represents the power-law fit of the data in
moderate bias region, the value of the exponent isu52.160.1. The
solid line fits the data in the prebreakdown region with a power l
the value of the exponent isu I53.760.1.
06611
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where a5(1.160.1)31024 is a dimensionless coefficien
andu52.160.1. Figure 3~b! shows that also under consta
current the relative variation of the average resistance sc
with the ratioI /I 0 in the moderate bias region, as

^R& I

^R&0
511a8S I

I 0
D u

~4!

with a85(3.860.1)31024 and the same exponentu of Eq.
~3!, within numerical uncertainty. However, in this case w
notice that in the prebreakdown region the relative variat
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e
r-
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e
e

,

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of the relative variation of the averag
number of defects under constant-voltage~triangles! and under
constant-current conditions~open circles! as a function of the nor-
malized bias (V/V0 or I /I 0). The solid line represents the powe
law fit with a value for the exponentu52.160.1. The long-dashed
line fits constant-current data in the prebreakdown region wit
power law of exponent 3.360.1.

FIG. 5. Relative variance of resistance fluctuationsS under
constant-voltage conditions~triangles! and under constant-curren
conditions~open circles! as a function of the external bias. Eac
point has been obtained by averaging the variances calculate
20 networks of sizes 75375 subjected to the same bias condition
9-4
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RESISTANCE AND RESISTANCE FLUCTUATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066119
of the average resistance exhibits a superquadratic beh
characterized by a power law (I /I 0)u I with u I53.760.1.

This behavior of the average resistance with the app
bias can be understood as follows. From a macroscopic p
of view, in a degradation process associated with a resista
increase, constant-current conditions lead, at increasing
to a superquadratic increase of the power dissipated thro
Joule heating and thus to a major efficiency in the def
generation. By contrast, constant-voltage conditions lead
increasing bias, to a growth of the dissipated power whic
subquadratic in the applied voltage, thus implying a min
efficiency in the generation of defects. In this respect, it m
be underlined that the resistance increase driven by both

FIG. 6. ~a! Log-log plot of the relative variation ofS under
constant-voltage conditions as a function ofV/V0. The long-dashed
line represents the power-law fit to the data in the moderate
region, the value of the exponent is 2.060.1. The solid line fits data
in the prebreakdown region with a power law of exponent
60.1.~b! Log-log plot of the relative variation ofS under constant-
current conditions as a function ofI /I 0. The long-dashed line rep
resents the power-law fit to the data in the moderate bias region
value of the exponent is 2.160.1. The solid line fits data in the
prebreakdown region with a power law of exponent 5.460.1.
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of bias is further enhanced by the positive value of the te
perature coefficient of the resistance.

From a microscopic point of view, the RRN resistan
depends on the average fraction of defects,^p&, according to
the expression@25#

^R&;u^p&2pcu2m, ~5!

where, for biased percolation,pc andm are functions of the
bias strength@37,43#. Of course, for vanishing bias,pc andm
take the well known values corresponding to random per

as

he

FIG. 7. Relative variance of resistance fluctuations normali
to the linear regime value as a function of the normalized aver
resistance. Open circles refer to constant-current condition and
angles to constant-voltage condition, respectively.

FIG. 8. Log-log plot of the relative variation ofS as a function
of the relative variation of the average resistance under cons
voltage condition~open circles! and constant-voltage condition~tri-
angles!. The long-dashed line gives the best fit with a power la
with exponent 1.060.1. The solid and the dotted lines fit with
power law the data in the prebreakdown region, the exponents
1.560.1 and 1.660.1, respectively.
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PENNETTA, REGGIANI, TREFA´ N, AND ALFINITO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066119
lation: pc50.5 ~for a square lattice! andm51.303~universal
value! @25#. On the other hand, the dependence ofpc andm
on the bias makes the analysis of^R& in terms of Eq.~5!
quite problematic. Nevertheless, it is interesting to anal
the behavior of̂ p& on the bias strength and, to this purpos
Fig. 4 reports on a log-log plot the relative variation of^p&
as a function of the normalized bias. As evidenced by
figure, for the case of constant-voltage conditions the a
age fraction of defects scales with the same exponentu over
the full range of bias values, as

FIG. 9. ~a! Distribution function of the resistance fluctuation
for two values of the applied current. Open circles refer toI
51.5 A and full diamonds toI 51.8 A. The scale is a linear log
therefore, the dashed and the long-dashed curves, coming
parabolic fits of the two sets of data, correspond to Gaussian d
butions.~b! Distribution function of the resistance fluctuations u
der constant-current conditions for two values of the substrate t
perature. Open circles refer toT05300 K @the same data reporte
in Fig. 9~a!# and full triangles toT05450 K. The scale is linear
log, therefore the dashed and the long-dashed curves, coming
parabolic fits of the two sets of data, correspond to Gaussian d
butions.
06611
e
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e
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^p&V

^p&0
511bS V

V0
D u

~6!

with b5(5.860.3)31023 a dimensionless coefficient. A
similar expression holds under constant-current condition
moderate bias,

^p& I

^p&0
511b8S I

I 0
D u

~7!

with b85(5.360.3)31023. However, under constant cur
rent, there is a significant increase of the slope in the p
breakdown region up to a nearly above cubic power law.

The behavior of the average fraction of defects in t
moderate bias region can be understood by generalizing
results obtained in the case of two random processes@42# to
the presence of a moderate external bias responsible

m
ri-

-

m
ri-

FIG. 10. ~a! Power spectral density of resistance fluctuatio
under constant-current conditions forI 51.5 A ~dotted curve! and
for I 51.8 A ~solid curve!. In both cases the substrate temperatu
is 300 K.~b! Power spectral density of resistance fluctuations un
constant-current condition forT05300 K ~dotted curve! and for
T05450 K ~solid curve!. In both cases the bias current is 1.5 A
9-6
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RESISTANCE AND RESISTANCE FLUCTUATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066119
Joule heating. In fact, for a RNN in a stationary state res
ing from the competition of two random processes, it h
been found @42# that ^p&5x/(11x), with x5W0D(1
2W0R)/W0R , whereW0D andW0R are the probabilities de
fined in Sec. II withTn[T0. At moderate bias, when th
defect distribution is rather homogeneous and the varia
of ^R& small, we can takex5x(T) with T5T01DT, where
in the spirit of a mean-field theory, the average tempera
increase can be expressed asDT5A^R&0I 2/(2N2). There-
fore, by differentiating,

D^p&5
1

~11x!0
2 S dx

dTD
0

DT, ~8!

which by simple manipulation gives

D^p&

^p&0
5F A^R&0I 0

2

2N2^p&0@~11x!2#0
S dx

dTD
0
G S I

I 0
D 2

. ~9!

The term in the squared brackets of Eq.~9! can thus be
identified with theb8 coefficient in Eq.~7!. In fact, by intro-
ducing the parameters used in the simulations we find for
squared brackets in Eq.~9! the value 5.531023 which well
agrees with the previous reported value ofb8. For constant
voltage the factorA^R&0I 0

2 inside Eq.~9! must be replaced
with AV0

2/^R&0. This gives for the square bracket in Eq.~9!
the value of 6.131023, which again well agrees with th
value of b in Eq. ~6!. Therefore, at moderate bias, the qu
dratic behavior of̂ p& is well explained by Eq.~9!. In the
prebreakdown region, under constant-current conditions,
significant increase of the resistance and the defect filam
tation characteristic of biased percolation@37,43# add to give
a superquadratic increase of^p& with the bias. By contrast
under constant voltage, these two effects act in an oppo
manner, thus their compensation results in a quadratic de
dence of̂ p& over the full range of bias values.

From the above behavior of the average defect frac
we can now understand the bias dependence of^R&. At mod-
erate bias (I /I 0 or V/V0<10) the increase of̂R& is rather
small. Accordingly, super and subquadratic effects on
dissipated power are negligible and the average fraction
defects over the intrinsic value grows quadratically with t
bias strength@Eq. ~9!#; at these bias valueŝp&!1 thus
^R&}^p& and also the average resistance grows quadratic
with bias. At high bias~i.e., I /I 0 or V/V0.10), when enter-
ing the prebreakdown region, the increase of^R& is signifi-
cant. Accordingly, super and subquadratic effects on the
sipated power are relevant as well as the increase of
average fraction of defects, which now takes a nonunifo
distribution ~biased percolation!. As a consequence, the pe
colation threshold is lowered with respect to the random p
colation value @43#. Depending on constant-current o
constant-voltage conditions, this biased percolation ef
adds to further enhancing the increase of the resistance
above the quadratic law or to keep the quadratic behav
respectively.

This interpretation is confirmed by MC simulations pe
formed with the same parameters but setting the tempera
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coefficient of the resistancea50. In this case, we have
found that the onset of nonlinearity as well as the electri
breakdown occur at higher values of the bias. Precisely
have found I 0850.2560.03 A, I b852.6560.05 A ~thus
I b8/I 0851161), ^R&b /^R&051.260.1 under constant-curren
and V0850.2560.03 V, Vb853.2560.05 V ~thus Vb /V0

51361), and^R&b /^R&051.360.1 under constant-voltag
conditions. The quadratic regime is always present at m
erate bias values. However, in the prebreakdown regime
have foundu I853.160.1 for constant-current anduV852.8
60.1 for constant-voltage conditions, respectively.

We finally conclude this section by remarking that t
behavior described by Eqs.~3! and~4! well agrees with mea-
surements of the resistance of composites made in the J
regime up to breakdown@15#.

B. Fluctuations

It is well known that important information about th
properties and the stability of different systems~physical,
biological, social, etc.! can be obtained by studying the fluc
tuations around the average value of some character
quantities of the system@1–3,14–20,28–31,33–45#. Several
features of the fluctuations are usually considered,
among these, the most important are the variance~or the
relative variance!, the power spectrum and the Gaussian
property. Here, we analyze the fluctuations of the RNN
sistance in the full range of bias values, devoting particu
attention to the features that can be identified as failure p
cursors. Figure 5 reports the relative variance of resista
fluctuations,S[^dR2&/^R&2, as a function of the applied
bias. The data correspond to the same simulations prese
in Fig. 2. The same procedure of time averaging ove
single simulation and then making ensemble averages
20 realizations provides an uncertainty of 3% at worst.
low bias, the relative variance is found to achieve a cons
valueS05(4.060.1)31026. This value represents an intrin
sic property of the system determined by the competition
two random processes, as already discussed for the ca
the resistance. A detailed analysis of the scaling propertie
S0 can be found in Ref.@42#. At increasing bias, whenI
.I 0 or V.V0, the systematic increase ofS reveals the ex-
istence of a nonlinear regime of the response. Similarly
the behavior of the resistance, by approaching the electr
breakdownS exhibits a significant increase that is steep
under constant-current than under constant-voltage co
tions. This feature is ascribed to the better stability of t
RRN under constant voltage, since resistance fluctuation
excess over the mean value are damped in this condition
contrast, the same kind of fluctuations are enhanced un
constant-current conditions. To detail the dependence oS
on the bias, we have reported in Fig. 6~a! its relative varia-
tion, @SV2S0#/S0, as a function ofV/V0 under constant-
voltage conditions. Two regions can be identified in the no
linear regime: a moderate bias region (V/V0,10),
characterized by a quadratic dependence on the applied
age, and a prebreakdown region at the highest volta
9-7
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(V/V0.10), where a superquadratic dependence up to a
bic power law is evidenced. Accordingly, in the first region
is

SV

S0
511cS V

V0
D 2

~10!

with c5(1.1460.06)31022 a dimensionless coefficien
while in the second region we have found

SV

S0
;S V

V0
D hV

, ~11!

where hV53.060.1. This behavior ofS under constant-
voltage conditions should be compared with that of the
erage resistance that remains always a quadratic functio
to the breakdown, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The emergence of a
superquadratic behavior ofS in the prebreakdown region
reflects the higher sensitivity of the resistance fluctuati
with respect to the average value of the resistance to
instability of the network. The same analysis performed
the case of constant current is shown in Fig. 6~b!. Again, at
moderate bias@S I2S0#/S0 increases quadratically with th
current as

S I

S0
511c8S I

I 0
D 2

~12!

with c85(6.660.4)31023 a dimensionless coefficient. O
the other hand, the superquadratic dependence characte
the prebreakdown region as

S I

S0
;S I

I 0
D h I

~13!

with h I55.460.1. We note, thath I is significantly greater
thanhV , according to the behaviors shown in Fig. 5. Mor
over, h I is greater than the resistance exponent in the p
reakdown regionu I . It is noteworthy, that by neglecting th
effect of the temperature coefficient of the resistance, i.e.
takinga50, the moderate bias region remains characteri
by a quadratic increase that is common to both const
current and constant-voltage conditions. However, in the p
breakdown region we have foundhV5h I54.060.1. Thus,
the above results prove that the quadratic dependenceS
on the bias in the moderate bias region is a feature inde
dent of the conditions on which the bias is applied and a
independent of the value of the thermal coefficient of
resistance. This reflects the fact that at moderate bias the
following conditions are satisfied:~i! the variation of the
average fraction of defects follows Eq.~9!; ~ii ! the average
fraction of defects is much smaller than the percolat
threshold value, i.e.,̂p&!pc . Therefore, in this nearly per
fect regimeS}^p&}^R& @42#. On the other hand, the supe
quadratic behavior ofS in the prebreakdown region is
consequence of the fact that at high biases the local cor
tions in the defect generation and recovery processes bec
strong. Defect filamentation, characteristic of biased perc
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tion @37,43#, implies that a small variation in the number o
defects bring strong resistance fluctuations.

Figure 7 reports the relative variance of resistance fl
tuations normalized to the linear regime value as a funct
of the normalized resistance. Constant-current~open circles!
and constant-voltage~full triangles! conditions are shown
We can see that the former quantity increases of more t
one order of magnitude in the same range of bias val
where the latter quantity increases for about 60% only. T
log-log plot of @S2S0#/S as a function of @^R&
2^R&0#/^R&0, shown in Fig. 8 under both bias condition
confirms the proportionality ofS with ^R& in the moderate
bias region and evidences the following power law in t
prebreakdown region:

@S2S0#

S0
;

@^R&2^R&0#z

^R&0
, ~14!

where the value of the exponentz51.560.1, is practically
the same~within the statistical uncertainty! for constant-
voltage or constant-current conditions. This result is con
tent with Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

To complete the study of resistance fluctuations, we h
investigated the Gaussian properties of the fluctuation am
tudes and the spectra in the frequency domain. Figures~a!
and 9~b! report the distribution function of the resistanc
fluctuationsp(R) for different currents and different bat
temperatures, respectively. The dotted and the long-das
curves in Fig. 9~a! correspond to fit with a Gaussian distr
bution the data corresponding to different current values
the prebreakdown region atT05300 K, while in Fig. 9~b! to
fit the data corresponding to different bath temperatures
I 51.5 A. When approaching the breakdown conditions,
increasing current in Fig. 9~a! and at increasing temperatur
in Fig. 9~b!, the simulations show the onset of a no
Gaussian behavior characterized by the enhancement o
probability for the positive fluctuations with respect to th
Gaussian distribution. The emergence of a non-Gaussian
havior near the breakdown, in agreement with experime
@45,40,41#, can be considered a relevant precursor of failu

Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show the spectral densities o
resistance fluctuations for the same conditions of Figs. 9~a!
and 9~b!. The spectral densities have been calculated by F
rier transforming the corresponding correlation functio
CdR(t). We have found Lorentzian spectra in all the cas
For a given temperature, within the numerical uncertain
the corner frequency is found to be independent of the
plied current, while the value of the plateau increases m
than quadratically with the current in the prebreakdown
gion. For a given current in the prebreakdown region, b
the corner frequency and the value of the plateau are fo
to increase at increasing temperatures. This fact indic
that the characteristic times of fluctuations while depend
on temperature are independent of the applied bias. We
nally remark that the power spectral density in Figs. 10~a!
and 10~b! are in good agreement with experimen
@17,19,45#.
9-8
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the stationary state of a two-dimensio
RRN resulting from the competition between two biased p
cesses. The two processes consist of the breaking and re
ering of elementary resistors and they are driven by the j
effects of an electrical bias and of the heat exchange wi
thermal bath. The electrical bias is set up by applying a c
stant voltage or a constant current. MC simulations h
been performed to analyze the network resistance and
fluctuation properties in the full range of bias values, cov
ing linear and nonlinear regimes up to the breakdown lim
The nonlinear regime starts for biases greater than the thr
old values,V0 or I 0 ~nonlinearity onset values!, and it ex-
tends until the valuesVb or I b ~breakdown values!. The ra-
tios Vb /V0 , I b /I 0 , ^R&b /^R&0 can be considered a
relevant indicators characterizing the breakdown proper
of the system. We have found that the ratio^R&b /^R&0 is
independent of the bias conditions but it depends on the t
mal coefficient of the resistance. This result agrees with m
surements of this ratio performed in composites@15#. More-
over, we have found that under constant-voltage conditi
the relative variation of the average resistance scales
dratically with the ratioV/V0 over the full nonlinear regime
A similar relation has been found under constant-curr
conditions, but in this case a superquadratic depende
emerges in the prebreakdown region (I .10I 0). For what
concerns the relative variance of resistance fluctuations
have found that at moderate bias (I 0,I ,10I 0) it grows qua-
dratically with the bias, independently of constant-current
constant-voltage conditions. On the other hand a super
s
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dratic dependence appears in the prebreakdown region.
presence of two distinct regions in the nonlinear regime
been explained in the following terms. At moderate b
there is a small Joule heating giving rise to the competitio
of two nearly random processes and to a small variation
the RRN resistance. At high bias, local correlations typica
biased percolation become important. Moreover, also the
sistance variation becomes strong. Therefore, as a co
quence of both these effects the resistance noise dep
superquadratically on the bias. The power spectral densit
resistance fluctuations is found to exhibit a Lorentzian sp
trum and in the prebreakdown region the amplitude of flu
tuations shows the onset of non-Gaussian behaviors. T
retical results agree qualitatively, and in some ca
quantitatively, with breakdown experiments performed
composites@14,15# and in other conducting@17,20,40# or
nonconducting materials@41#. We conclude that the study o
the stationary state of a RRN, resulting from the competit
of biased percolative processes, provides an unifying fra
work for the interpretation of several nonlinear transport p
nomena in a variety of disordered systems.
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